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COSENTINO HIGHLIGHTS SILESTONE AND DEKTON OFFERINGS AT HD EXPO 2020 
Booth #4021 

 
LAS VEGAS, NV (May 5, 2020) – Cosentino, the global leader in the production and distribution of 
innovative surfaces for design and architecture, will showcase an impressive lineup of new color offerings 
and innovative applications at HD Expo in Las Vegas from May 5-7, 2020. The booth will feature the latest 
introductions from Dekton®, an innovative, ultra-compact surface with technical properties and 
performance capabilities idea for interior and exterior applications, and Silestone®, the world’s leading 
brand in quartz surfacing. 
 
Dekton Avant-Garde Series 
Comprised of three stunning new hues, the Avant-Garde series draws inspiration from the most coveted 
natural stone materials – with spectacular shine and unrivaled durability. From left to right: Dekton 
Laurent, Dekton Helena and Delton Khalo. 

 
● Dekton Laurent: Inspired by the natural stone Port Laurent, the striking colorway features a 

dramatic dark brown background crisscrossed with veins of gold.	
● Dekton Helena: Featuring a translucent appearance of white and grey hues, this colorway is 

inspired by onyx natural stone.	
● Dekton Khalo: Khalo is inspired by Patagonia Natural Stone, one of the most appreciated 

granites worldwide for its genuine formation and colors. The subtle spots of black, pale gold and 
coffee brown compose the innovative hue. Thanks to the polished finish with Dekton XGloss 
technology, the colorway achieves a spectacular shine and depth boosting its complex and 
colorful structure. 	

 
Dekton Liquid Collection 
Designed in collaboration with London-based pattern 
experts and designers PATTERNITY, the collection is 
comprised of three colors that visualize the power of 
liquid, offering a chance to integrate swirling, rippling 
and fluidity into the design experience. The Dekton 
Liquid Collection features three colorways: Liquid 
Shell, Liquid Embers (left), and Liquid Sky (right), 
center around the beauty of nature, environmental 
awareness and celebrating sustainable design 
practice. This year, the booth will feature two of the innovative hues, Liquid Embers, a dark, carbon-like 



	
design, and Liquid Sky, swirling, a cloud-like pattern of a white base with flowing gray veins, in a 
bathroom installation. 
 
Recently launched Dekton Slim, a game-changer for the hospitality and design industry, will be in this 
year’s booth design to inspire architects and designers on the unlimited uses of Dekton. Its 4mm thickness 
offers the same industry-leading technical and mechanical features with a thinner, lighter and 
manageable format for installation. At half the thickness of the thinnest slab Dekton previously offered, 
Dekton Slim offers new solutions for high-traffic spaces demanding high-performance, lightweight 
materials, such as wall cladding in kitchens, baths, and hallways, as well as for furniture, cabinet and 
drawer applications.  
 
Also on display: Dekton Bergen from the Stonika Xgloss Collection and Dekton Lunar from the Industrial 
Collection.  

● Channeling the perfection of Portobello 
natural stone, Dekton Bergen (pictured right) 
features an intricate, sculptural structure with 
a lustrous finish. Dekton® Stonika imitates 
nature by creating 6 classic colors of hyper-
realistic beauty. Vibrant streaks and textures 
with a rustic look & feel combine with the 
highest technological rendering for a 
revolutionary surface. Dekton® becomes 
nature itself and it ensures longevity. 

● Dekton Lunar boasts a smooth structure and 
white base, offering an intriguing minimalistic 
yet modern approach. Comprised of seven colors, the Dekton Industrial Collection highlights the 
mastery of the industrial aesthetic, putting rough, unexpected materials such as cement back at 
the forefront of design. 

 
“The Cosentino booth will showcase a wide array of product offerings, innovative applications and 
distinctive capabilities specific to the hospitality space,” says Massimo Ballucchi, Marketing Director of 
Cosentino North America. “HD Expo is an ideal opportunity to empower architects and designers to 
rethink their approach to surfacing in hospitality applications. We’re looking forward to introducing the 
latest from Dekton and Silestone at this year’s show." 
 
From Silestone, highlights in the booth will include Eternal Noir, Calacatta Gold and White Zeus from the 
Silestone Eternal Collection:  

● Eternal Noir (pictured right), the most recent 
addition to the acclaimed Silestone Eternal 
Collection. The colorway features a black tone with 
delicate gold and white veining mimics the look of 
exotic marbles and stones. Thanks to Silestone N-
Boost technology, Eternal Noir is coupled with 
industry-leading performance. Patented by 
Cosentino, this innovation modifies the material’s 
surface at a molecular level to further enhance its 
outstanding technical and aesthetic attributes: 
Greater color saturation and extraordinary luster, 
along with an enhanced water repellent property 
that makes it even easier to clean and maintain. 

● Calacatta Gold features large grey veins with a touch 
of elegant gold detail atop a pure white base. 



	
● White Zeus is a bright white creating simple and elegant environments. The booth’s bathroom 

installation will also include the new Silestone Wakka Shower Tray in White Zeus. 
 
About the Cosentino Group 
The Cosentino Group is a global, family-owned company that produces and distributes high value 
innovative surfaces for architecture and design. As a leading company, Cosentino imagines and 
anticipates together with its customers and partners design solutions that offer value and inspiration to 
people’s lives. This goal is made possible by pioneering brands that are leaders in their respective 
segments such as Silestone®, Dekton® and Sensa by Cosentino®. Technologically advanced surfaces, which 
allow the creation of unique designs for the home and public spaces. 
  
The group bases its development on international expansion, an innovative research and development 
program, respect for the environment and sustainability, and its ongoing corporate commitment to 
society and the local communities where it operates, education, equality and health & safety. 
  
The Cosentino Group currently distributes its products and brands in more than 110 countries, from its 
headquarters in Almeria (Spain). Currently Cosentino is present in 40 countries, with its own assets in 29 
of them. The group has eight factories (seven in Almería (Spain and one in Brazil), one intelligent logistic 
platform in Spain, and more than 130 commercial and business units throughout the world. More than 
90% of Cosentino Group’s financial turnover comes from international markets. 
 
www.cosentino.com 

 


